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Simpliﬁed Backﬂow Prevention Compliance
How does it
work?

What is
BackFlowID?

A licensed tester simply uses their smart phone to scan
the BackFlowID tag. The device and other details are
automatically loaded, so the applicable test results can
be entered and forms automatically generated.
Inspectors can review service information at a glance, get
alerts about failed tests, export data, and oversee
everything in real-time.

BackFlowID is a secure, interactive asset tag that
simpliﬁes the requirements for registering each testable
backﬂow prevention device, and makes it much easier to
identify any that are not registered or being tested.
The cloud-based BackFlowID register can operate standalone, or be integrated with council / water utility IT
systems.

Automation &
Schedules

Context
Senstitive
BackFlowID presents contextually relevant information/
workﬂows to the person scanning the tag* i.e. what
inspectors can see/do varies from what licenced testers
can access. Testers from one company cannot see
information applicable to any other company.
Even device owners can use BackFlowID to conveniently
check when a device was last tested, and when the next
test is due.

The maintenance and service schedules for each device
can be set in BackFlowID, with reminders and overdue
notiﬁcations generated automatically, if desired.
Overdue devices and any that failed tests are easily
identiﬁed for follow-up action by inspectors.
Authorised testers can also use the functionality to more
eﬃciently schedule and sequence their workload.

Very low cost Tags from $10.00**
The BackFlowID application is available free to members
of the Backﬂow Prevention Association of Australia Inc.
BackFlowID Tags are available from only $10.00 each for
members, or $15.00 each for non-members. Whether you
have ten or ten thousand BPD, it’s easy to get started.
*Comprehensive security restrictions apply
** BPAA Member price for a minimum order of 100 tags

Are there other
uses for QR2id?
The QR2id Service can enhance eﬃciency and simplify
record keeping for an extremely wide range of tasks. e.g.
BackFlowID can run alongside WasteID, which is used by
many utilities and councils to simplify trade waste
management and tracking liquid and solid waste.
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